
Minotaur Battle Shaman CR 10
Male Minotaur Cleric 7 
CE Medium Monstrous Humanoid 
Initiative: +5; Senses: Darkvision 60 ft. 
Defense 
AC: 27, Flat-Footed: 26, Touch: 11 
(+4 armor, +1 dexterity, +12 natural) 
HP: 113 (6d8+18 plus 7d8+21 plus 16) DR: None 
Fort: +10, Ref: +10, Will: +12  SR: None 
Resistances: None 
Immunities: None 
Defensive Abilities: Tribal Leader 
Offense 
Base Attack Bonus: +11; Grapple: +16; Space/Reach: 5 ft. / 5 ft. 
Speed: 30 ft. 
Melee: Slam +17 (1d6+5) 
Spells Prepared (Cleric; CL 7th – Domains: Destruction and Strength) 

   4th  (1+1/day) – Divine Power (1), Spell Immunity (D) 
   3rd  (2+1/day) – Dispel Magic (1), Magic Vestments (D), Prayer (1) 
   2nd  (4+1/day) – Aid (2), Bull’s Strength (D), Silence (1), Spiritual 

Weapon (1) 
   1st  (5+1/day) – Bless (1), Cure Light Wounds (2), Divine Favor (1), 

Enlarge Person (D), Shield of Faith (1) 
   0  (6/day) – Cure Minor Wounds (3), Detect Magic (1), Guidance 

(2) 
Special Abilities: Barbaric Order, Domains (Destruction and Strength), 
Natural Cunning, Rimefire Spirit 
Tactics 
During Combat: During combat, a minotaur battle shaman does its best 
to bolster its allies with defensive magic while at the same time 
hindering its enemies with its more offense-oriented abilities. A battle 
shaman, true to its name, has no qualms about wading into melee 
combat after properly imbuing itself with magical prowess (typically 
Divine Power, and Shield of Faith). 
   If faced with enemy spellcasters, a battle shaman has no qualms with 
casting a silence spell upon an object (or one of its minotaur 
companions, if any are present) to befuddle its opposition. 
Morale: Minotaur battle shamans are incredibly proud creatures and 
typically do not flee from combat unless utterly overwhelmed by 
superior forces. 
Statistics 
STR 20 (+5) DEX 12 (+1) CON 16 (+3) 
INT 7 (-2) WIS 14 (+2) CHA 8 (-1) 
Armor Check Penalty: -0 (-0 armor, -0 shield) 
Feats: Ability Focus (Rimefire Spirit), Great Toughness, Improved 
Initiative, Lightning Reflexes, Weapon Focus (Slam) 
Skills: Concentration +19 (16 ranks, +3 Con) 
Languages: Giant 
SQ: None 
Combat Gear: None 
   Other Gear: +1 Studded leather, amulet of natural armor +1 
Ecology 
Environment: Underground 
Organization: Solitary, pack (1 minotaur battle shaman and 2-12 
assorted minotaurs), following (1-3 minotaur battle shamans and 5-30 
assorted minotaurs) 
Treasure: Standard 
Special Abilities 
   Barbaric Order (Ex): A minotaur battle shaman is capable of 
instilling a nearby ally with an instantaneous flash of bloodlust. As a 
standard action, the minotaur battle shaman may grant a single ally 
within 30 feet the ability to make a single melee attack as an immediate 
action. The minotaur battle shaman may employ this ability once per 
minute. 
   Domain Powers: The minotaur battle shaman gains the following 
abilities by way of his clerical domains. 
      Destruction (Su): You gain the power to make a single melee attack 
with a +4 bonus on attack rolls and a bonus on damage rolls equal to 
your cleric level (if you hit). You must declare the smite before making 
the attack. This ability is usable once per day. 

      Strength (Su): You can perform a feat of great strength. You gain an 
enhancement bonus to Strength equal to your cleric level. Activating the 
power is a free action, the power lasts 1 round, and it is usable once per 
day. 
   Natural Cunning (Ex): Although minotaur battle shamans are not 
especially intelligent, they possess innate cunning and logical ability. 
This gives them immunity to maze spells, prevents them from ever 
becoming lost, and enables them to track enemies. Further, they are 
never caught flat-footed. 
   Rimefire Spirit (Su): Minotaur battle shamans are capable of calling 
upon fire and ice spirits to defeat their foes. As a standard action the 
minotaur battle shaman may target a single foe within 60 feet that he can 
see. The targeted for suffers 2d6 points of fire damage, 2d6 points of 
cold damage, and must succeed on a DC 21 fortitude save or be 
entangled for 1d4+1 rounds. 
   A minotaur battle shaman may employ this ability once every 2d4 
rounds. The save DC is Constitution-based. 
   Skills: Minotaurs have a +4 racial bonus on Search, Spot, and Listen 
checks. 
   Tribal Leader (Ex): Any minotaurs allied with a battle shaman are 
willing to give their lives to save him. Any time a minotaur battle 
shaman is struck by a melee or ranged attack from a manufactured 
weapon, the battle shaman may, as an immediate action, have an 
adjacent minotaur ally sustain the damage instead. 
 
   The minotaur standing before you has much smaller horns and a 
smaller stature than a typical member of its race. The beast does, 
however, posses two heavily muscled arms that look to be capable of 
smashing a man to a bloody pulp in an instant.. 
   The creature carries itself with a proud bearing and the leathers that 
adorn its body are well-made and are decorated with bits of bone that 
appear to have been carefully harvested from many different creatures. 
 
   Amongst the minotaur race brutality and physical strength are widely 
regarded as the most important quality of any individual. Some 
minotaurs, however, break this mold by showing great spiritual power 
that allows them to best even their physical superiors. 
   Amongst a clan, a minotaur battle shaman is typically held in high 
regard by all, even the most brash of minotaur chieftains heeds the 
words spoken by a battle shaman and few will go against the will of a 
battle shaman who has proven himself in physical combat time and time 
again.  
 
Lore 
   A successful knowledge (nature) check will reveal the following 
information about a minotaur battle shaman: 
DC 23 This is a minotaur battle shaman, a smaller, but much more 

dangerous creature than a typical minotaur. Their small stature 
removes the danger of a gore attack, but their powerfully 
muscled arms are capable of punching holes through heavy 
armor. This reveals all monstrous humanoid traits. 

DC 27 In addition to being competent divine spellcasters, minotaur 
battle shamans are also capable of conjuring forth spirits of 
fire and ice to hinder and damage their opponents. 

DC 33 Minotaurs fighting under the command of a battle shaman are 
dangerous foes. The battle shaman can command them to 
make attacks with but a moment’s notice, and with but a word 
a minotaur would give its life for the shaman. 

 
Feat Notes 
   Great Toughness: Grants a creature 3 hit points plus 1 additional hit 
point per hit die possessed. 
   First appeared on the bugbear lancebreaker and full details on the feat 
can be found with that monster’s stat block. 


